




I develop an account of naturalness (that is, approximately: lack of
extreme fine-tuning) in physics which demonstrates that naturalness as-
sumptions are not restricted to narrow cases in high-energy physics but
are a ubiquitous part of inter-level relations are derived in physics. After
exploring how and to what extent we might justify such assumptions on
methodological grounds or through appeal to speculative future physics,
I consider the apparent failure of naturalness in cosmology and in the
Standard Model. I argue that any such naturalness failure threatens to
undermine the entire structure of our understanding of inter-theoretic re-
duction, and so risks a much larger crisis in physics than is sometimes
suggested; I briefly review some currently-popular strategies that might
avoid that crisis.
1 Introduction
Physicists — more specifically, physicists working in ‘high-energy physics, i.e.
particle physics and theoretical cosmology — have long made use of a criterion
for their theories called ‘naturalness’, meaning roughly that the specification
of a physical theory should not require extreme fine-tuning. But that criterion
gives severely inaccurate results in several key situations — including the recent
results from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. This has been met with
consternation and with a renewed appraisal of the naturalness criterion: was it,
after all, an unmotivated presupposition or even a mere aesthetic preference?
In fact, naturalness — properly understood — is a completely ubiquitous
assumption right across the face of physics. It is unavoidable whenever we
are trying to understand the relation between a higher-level, emergent physical
theory and the lower-level physics from which it emerges — and although they
concern energies and sizes incomprehensible to humans, the theories of particle
physics and cosmology are themselves “higher-level, emergent”, arising from an
as-yet unknown underlying physics.
This means that if naturalness really fails in high-energy physics, that failure
undermines not just fine details of particle physics but the entire hard-won
understanding we have of how physics describes systems at different levels and
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how those descriptions interrelate with one another. The apparent failure of
naturalness is then a crisis at the heart of contemporary physics.
In this article I will explain what I think is the correct understanding of
naturalness and how it has applications far beyond high-energy physics. After
a preliminary discussion (section 2) of the key distinctions between the form
of a physical theory, the parameters (i.e.constants of nature) needed to specify
it precisely, and the initial conditions fed into its equations, I begin (section
3) with the central role naturalness assumptions play in specifying the initial
conditions of systems in statistical mechanics. In section 4 I extend the concept
of naturalness from initial conditions to parameters; in section 5 I consider more
generally the role naturalness conditions play in emergence, and how the success
or failure of naturalness underpins a distinction close to, but more subtle than,
the familiar distinction between strong and weak emergence in the literature.
Having established the significance of naturalness, in section 6 I turn to pos-
sible justifications of the naturalness assumption, and then (sections 7–8) discuss
the apparent failure of naturalness in high-energy physics and its significance in
the light of the previous discussion. Section 9 is the conclusion.
A note on terminology: ‘naturalness’ is used in the literature in widely
different ways, ranging from narrow and technical to broad and sweeping. I
make no attempt to adjudicate usage: my own use of the term is motivated by
what seems the cleanest and most relevant way to describe the physics rather
than from conformity to any particular precedent. For this reason I capitalise
the term, referring throughout to Naturalness, to make clear that I intend to
refer to the specific notion defined here. A note on sources: where the physics
I discuss is new or speculative I give explicit citations, but I do not provide
detailed or original sources for extant and well-known physics.
2 Specifying a physical system: equations, pa-
rameters, initial conditions
It is well known that the models constructed in physics decompose into two
parts: the dynamical equations (the ‘laws’, if you like) that determine how one
state evolves into another, and the initial conditions that specify what state
the system actually starts in. But for our purposes it will useful to operate
with a rather finer-grained decomposition. For a system’s dynamical equations
standardly depend on various coefficients, or to give them a grander name, on
various constants of Nature. In electrodynamics, for instance, the repulsive force
between two electrons famously is proportional to the product of their charges
and inversely proportional to the distance between them — but only if we know
the numerical value of the charge, and of the proportionality constant, are we
in a position to actually calculate that force and to compare it with experiment.
Matters are complicated by the fact that the coefficients often have units,
and these units are conventional. It is normal — at least in particle physics
— to define that proportionality constant so that the inter-electron force is not
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just proportional to, but equal to, e2/r2, where e is the electron charge and r the
inter-electron distance. That in turn guarantees that the charge of the electron
has units of mass1/2×distance3/2× time−1/2, but the actual value of the charge
still depends on our choice of how to measure distance, time and mass.
The real physical content of a theory — insofar as that theory is considered
on its own terms and not by reference to externally-understood standards of
observation and measurement — is expressed by its dimensionless coefficients,
which have no units and take the same value however we define our measure-
ments. In (quantum) electrodynamics, for instance, the charge e of the electron,
Planck’s constant h¯, and the speed of light c all have units, but the fine structure
constant,
α ≡ e2/4pih¯c ' 1/137 (1)
is dimensionless, does not depend on our choices of units, and can be seen as
giving an objective measure of the strength of the electromagnetic interaction.
In particle physics, for pure convenience we often just choose units in which
h¯ = c = 1, so that they disappear from the theory and so that e can be re-
placed by (4pih¯cα)1/2. Finding a dimensionless way to express the dimensionful
parameters of a theory can be helpfully understood as finding some natural or
useful way of defining the scales that characterise a problem or theory, and then
expressing the parameters as multiples of those scales.)
In the following I will consider only dimensionless coefficients, setting aside
some subtleties regarding dimensionful coefficients and assuming that they can
be eliminated or reduced to dimensionless coefficients by some such appropriate
choice of units.
We can now think of a model for some system as specified by three parts:
the qualitative form of its dynamical equations (in which the coefficients are
unspecified parameters); the actual, numerical values of the parameters; the
initial condition. Only with all three can we make complete predictions for
the system, although partial knowledge may suffice to make partial predictions.
From one perspective, the parameters and the qualitative form of the equations
go naturally together: both specify the lawlike features of the system, with the
initial condition just picking out the contigent features. From another and more
pragmatic perspective, it is only the qualitative form of the equations that we
can even contemplate knowing exactly; the parameters and initial conditions
can at most be known up to some margin of error.
In any case, my primary concern in this paper is the relation between differ-
ent physical theories, and there is an obvious and intuitive way to think about
it: given a higher-level theory that can be derived from a lower-level one, we
might expect to derive the higher-level laws from the lower-level laws and the
higher-level initial state from the lower-level initial state; and we might expect
the qualitative form of the higher-level theory’s equations to be set by the quali-
tative form of the lower-level theory’s equations, with the lower-level parameters
serving only to determine the higher-level parameters.
If we did expect this, we would be quite wrong: this ‘obvious and intuitive’
way of thinking is not in fact how inter-theoretic relations work in physics. As
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we will see, even the qualitative structure of higher-level laws depends on some
assumptions about the parameters and the initial conditions of the lower-level
theory. To begin exploring this, let’s consider the case of statistical mechanics,
in which — we will see — the derivation of robust higher-level dynamics requires
a subtle condition on the initial condition.
3 Initial-condition naturalness: the case of sta-
tistical mechanics
Suppose that we are interested in studying the evolution of a system of many
components, under the assumption that it may be treated via classical mechan-
ics,1 and holding fixed for the moment the parameters that determine the exact
form of the equations of classical mechanics. For instance, our system might
be a box of gas, containing some 1023 particles. The system is deterministic:
specifying the 3N positions and 3N momenta of all of the particles — that is,
specifying a point in the 6N -dimensional phase space of the system (often called
the system’s microstate) — suffices to determine its evolution into the past and
future. But for the most part, we are not concerned with the fine-grained details
of the system’s evolution but with some coarser-grained representation — the
evolution of the system’s spatial density, say, smeared over regions large com-
pared to the interparticle distance but small compared to the size of the box.
Discovering coarse-grained (or collective) dynamics for systems like this is the
main business of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics.
There are many ways to carry out that business, but one of the conceptually
clearest (if technically most cumbersome) is to partition the phase space into
some large number of cells, each collecting together (say) all microstates of the
system with the same coarse-grained particle mass and velocity density. (For
more details of the framework I discuss here, see Wallace (2010, 2016), and
references therein.) Each such cell is called a macrostate, and if in addition we
introduce some interval τ of time, we can define a coarse-grained history of the
system as a sequence of these macrostates, at successive times t0, t0+τ , t0+2τ ,
. . . t0+Mτ . (Choosing the right coarse graining and time interval is as much art
as science, and we will come back shortly to what makes any choice the ‘right’
one.) Any microstate of the system at initial time t0 determines a microstate
for all subsequent times and so uniquely fixes a coarse-grained history; as a
consequence we can partition the phase space into ‘macrohistory regions’, one
corresponding to each coarse-grained history.
A coarse-grained dynamics — that is, a way of inferring the later macrostates
in a history from the earlier ones, either deterministically or probabilistically —
is somewhat harder to come by: in general, two fine-grained histories (that is,
two dynamically-possible sequences of microstates) might share the same cell for
a substantial period of time and then diverge, so that without some additional
1The assumption can be lifted, with only slight conceptual consequences; but the details
are technical, and for reasons of space I omit them.
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input there is no prospect of an evolution rule at the macro-level. Micro-level
features place some constraints on the coarse-grained histories, to be sure —
conservation principles like the conservation of energy, in particular, restrict
those coarse-grained histories that can be realised — but those constraints fall
far short of specifying the actual coarse-grained dynamics which are frequently
known empirically to hold for systems like this. And so if physicists are able to
derive those dynamics from microscopic premises — and the practice of physics
includes many such derivations — then there must be an additional ingredient.
That ingredient is usually understood probabilistically, since after all the
coarse-grained dynamics we find in Nature are often probabilistic (think of
Brownian motion, for instance). We can consider putting a specific probability
measure over phase space and seeing what implications it has for the macrody-
namics. A standard choice is the Liouville measure, which can be understood
as in a certain sense uniform over phase space (more precisely, it is the unique
measure that is invariant under any classically-permitted dynamics on phase
space). That measure assigns a probability to each history, and hence a condi-
tional probability to each history conditional on an initial subsequence of that
history.
(What are these probabilities? Perhaps Bayesian quantifications of our ig-
norance of the true state (Jaynes 1957a, 1957b, Myrvold 2014; perhaps state-
ments of relative frequency; perhaps some proxy for considerations of ‘typical-
ity’ (Goldstein et al 2001); perhaps as Humean objective chances (Loewer 2002,
Albert 2015, ch.1); perhaps as the classical limits of quantum-mechanical prob-
abilities (Albert 2000, ch.7,Wallace 2016). For our purposes all that matters
is that probability distributions of this kind are part of the core machinery of
classical statistical mechanics.)
In a narrowly formal sense this defines a dynamics, in that it assigns a
probability to any history, conditional on any initial segment of that history. But
a priori it is entirely possible for that dynamics to be highly non-Markovian and
highly time-dependent (that is, the probability of the system transitioning into
a given macrostate at time t+ τ can depend not only on the current macrostate
but on all previous macrostates and on the exact value of t). But for the sorts
of dynamical systems normally studied in statistical mechanics, in fact it turns
out that the dynamics is much better behaved than that, defining (to a good
approximation) a transition probability from one macrostate to another that
depends only on the two macrostates. (Indeed, that a choice of macrostates
and of time intervals leads to such well-defined transition probabilities is a large
part of what makes a choice of macrostates a good one; cf Wallace (2012, ch.2)
for further discussion.)
This might suggest that we should add ‘the initial probability measure is
the Liouville measure’ as an axiom of statistical mechanics. But that axiom
both delivers too much and requires too much. It defines not only transition
probabilities but absolute probabilities: not just the probability that the system
will later be found in macrostate Y given that it is currently in macrostate X,
but the probability that it was found in macrostate X in the first place. And
those absolute probabilities make the actually-observed state of many systems
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stupendously unlikely: they give overwhelmingly dominant probability to a sys-
tem being found in thermal equilibrium, whereas even cursory examination of
our surroundings reveals many systems (ourselves not least) that are far from
equilibrium. And it is also far stronger than is actually required to derive a dy-
namics: for exactly those systems where the Liouville probability delivers stable
and well-behaved dynamics — and for exactly the same reason — those same
dynamics are delivered by any probability distribution that is remotely smooth
with respect to the Liouville measure.
The reason, in qualitative terms, is that the systems to which statistical-
mechanical methods are applicable have strongly mixing properties, which means
that the macrohistory regions we defined earlier are intermingled very closely
together. For a given initial macrostate M , some portion p of its (Liouville)
volume might correspond to a history h, and another portion p′ to a history h′,
so that the ratio of probabilities assigned to h and h′ is p/p′. But the regions
corresponding to the two histories are typically so irregular and so tangled with
one another that if we pick pretty much any subregion of M and ask what
the volume ratio of h and h′ is when restricted to M , we still obtain p/p′.
That means that our particular choice of the Liouville measure is largely irrel-
evant: almost any measure will deliver the same dynamics. (And in particular,
the measure obtained by starting with the Liouville measure restricted to one
macrostate and evolving it forward under the classical dynamics will deliver the
same dynamics as the Liouville measure itself, which is why the macrodynamics
are independent of the particular time index.)
‘Almost any’ measure, I said; but not any measure. After all, suppose that
we pick a quite arbitrary set of transition probabilities for macrostates (except
that we do not assign nonzero transition probabilities to transitions that are
absolutely forbidden by the microdynamics, such as those which violate en-
ergy conservation), and a quite arbitrary initial probability distribution over
macrostates, and use the two distributions to determine a probability distribu-
tion P (h) over macrohistories h. Then if we choose a phase-space probability
distribution that assigns probability P (h) to set of initial microstates corre-
sponding to history h (and there are infinitely many such distributions), that
probability distribution will fail to deliver the standard Liouvillian transition
probabilities but will instead return our arbitrarily-selected ones. Any such
measure, however, will have an enormously complicated structure at the level
of the phase-space geometry: it will vary very wildly with respect to the Liou-
ville measure, being concentrated unevenly onto subsets of phase space whose
own structure lacks a remotely simple description, other than by appeal to the
macrodynamics themselves.
Anticipating the terminology of field theory, and writing µ for the Liouville






where f is some function on phase space specifiable in a reasonably simple way
from the microscopic variables of the system. (The definition is unavoidably
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imprecise; but I do need to require that our specification does not itself make
use of dynamical notions such as ‘is the distribution obtained by evolving such-
and-such distribution forward under such-and-such differential equation’.) Our
results so far can then be summed up as: in those systems studied in non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics, a stable classical macrodynamics is derivable
from microdynamics under the additional assumption that the initial probabil-
ity distribution is Natural, and that classical macrodynamics is independent of
which Natural distribution is chosen. Let’s call that ‘stable classical macrody-
namics’, in turn, the Natural macrodynamics.
(In earlier writing on the same subject (Wallace 2010), I called distributions
like this simple. Somewhat similar ideas have been also advanced by Goldstein
and co-workers under the label of typicality ; cf Goldstein et al (2001), and also
the discussion in Volchan 2007 and Frigg 2009, and references therein. The two
concepts connect as follows: a property of a classical-mechanical system is Typ-
ical of a region R of phase space iff the subset S of states with that property is
assigned conditional probability P (S|R) ∼ 1 by any Natural probability mea-
sure on the system’s phase space, and Atypical iff that set is assigned conditional
probability ∼ 0 by any Natural measure.)
An ‘unNatural’ macrodynamics is any macrodynamics that is dynamically
possible but which conflicts with the Natural macrodynamics. While initial dis-
tribution Naturalness is sufficient to derive the Natural macrodynamics, unNat-
ural initial distributions do not generically lead to unNatural macrodynamics:
given a randomly-selected unNatural measure, we would have no reason to ex-
pect that the ultra-complicated structure of its probability distribution would be
just the right structure to give rise to some different macrodynamics. Quite the
reverse, in fact: only very specific unNatural probability distributions encode
stable anomalous macrodynamics, and most (in some admittedly vague sense of
‘most’) just succeed once again in picking out the normal macrodynamics. In
particular, if we took some Natural distribution and applied some enormously
complicated mathematical procedure to it, that procedure would scramble it in
some way that might defy simple description, but we would have no reason to
expect that it would scramble it in just the right way to disrupt the Natural
macrodynamics and pick out some unNatural macrodynamics.
It is then helpful to distinguish between two classes of unNatural distribu-
tions. ‘Weakly unNatural’ distributions have a complicated structure that is not
straightforward to describe, but nonetheless entail the Natural macrodynamics.
‘Strongly unNatual’ distributions entail some unNatural macrodynamics.
As a concrete application of these distinctions, suppose that we begin with a
statistical-mechanical system (say, our dilute gas again) and a Natural prob-
ability distribution ρ(0) over that system, suppose that the system’s initial
macrostate is far from thermal equilibrium, and allow it to evolve forward for
some time t. Ex hypothesi the system will obey the Natural macrodynamics
over that period, but the probability distribution will be scattered very finely
over the state space, so that the new probability distribution ρ(t) is far from
Natural. We still expect further evolution from time t to time 2t to conform
to the Natural macrodynamics, though, so that ρ(t) is only weakly unNatural.
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However, if we apply the time-reversal operation τ to the distribution, reversing
the velocities of all the particles, then the resultant distribution τρ(t) will evolve
over a further time t to τρ(0). This will be in violation of the macrodynamics,
demonstrating that τρ(t) is strongly unNatural: it is concentrated on exactly
the right regions of phase space for the system’s past evolution to carry it back
to its initial macrocondition.
4 Naturalness in parameter space: the case of
effective field theory
So far we have been supposing the parameters of our system’s dynamics to
be fixed, but there is a straightforward way to move the assumption of Natu-
ralness from the initial condition to the parameters. Recall that only certain
very precisely structured, highly unNatural probability distributions block the
derivation of normal macrodynamics; that ‘precise structure’ depends on the
value of the parameters, and will normally be disrupted by even very small
changes of those parameters. So: suppose we represent the finite precision with
which we might know the physical constants by some probability distribution
over parameter space. If that distribution is Natural in the same sense as the
initial-condition distribution — that is, it is specified by some not-ridiculously-
complicated function, relative to the uniform distribution — then for a quite
arbitrary (but fixed, parameter-independent) choice of initial-condition distri-
bution, we have very good (albeit, as usual, heuristic) grounds to think that
with extremely high probability the normal macrodynamics will be derivable.
Only a very specific combination of initial conditions and parameters will give
rise to anomalous macrodynamics.
The role of naturalness assumptions for parameters goes well beyond this
case, however. In the rest of the paper, I will primarily be concerned with
that role for one particular class of physical theories: quantum field theories
(QFTs), which can be thought of as the most general form of quantum theory
applicable to describe spatially extended bodies.2 The best known examples
of these are the eponymous quantum fields that seem to describe matter on
the shortest lengthscales we know: the Standard Model of particle physics, for
instance, is a QFT. But they are equally applicable to more mundane systems
like crystals or iron bars (the subjects of ‘condensed-matter physics’), and it will
be helpful to focus on these latter applications of QFT for the moment. (Apart
from anything else, they make the point that QFTs are in no way confined to
so-called ‘fundamental’ physics.)
Given some system that we want to model with a QFT, there is a fairly
standard procedure, often called the ‘effective field theory’ method (the term is
most commonly encountered in particle physics; the idea is common to particle
2For a more detailed discussion of the physics here, and references into the primary physics
literature, see Wallace (2017); for an illuminating, but technical, discussion, see Polchinski
(1999).
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and condensed-matter physics). It goes like this: firstly, we identify a cutoff
scale, a lengthscale below which the theory is not expected to be applicable. (In
condensed matter physics, the ultimate cutoff comes from the fact that matter
is not really continuous but is made of atoms.) The cutoff sets a fundamental
scale for the theory; coefficients are usually rendered dimensionless by expressing
them as multiples of some power of the cutoff.
Secondly, we write down the most general possible qualitative form of the
dynamical equations compatible with the symmetries of the theory (which are
postulated, determined experimentally, or some combination). Normally, that
‘most general possible qualitative form’ will require infinitely many dimension-
less coefficients to specify a particular choice of dynamics, and that might sug-
gest that the theory is devoid of predictive power: after all, we will ultimately
have to determine the value of those coefficients through experiment, and if
there are infinitely many coefficients to determine, it would seem that we would
need infinitely many experiments before the theory ceases to be adjustable to
fit the data. Surprisingly, this turns out not to be the case.
Thirdly, we ask what predictions we can make from the theory if we confine
ourselves to large-scale phenomena, by which we mean: phenomena on length-
scales much longer than the cutoff scale. (In condensed matter physics, the
cutoff scale is about 10−10m — one ten-billionth of a meter — and so even
micrometer-scale phenomena count as ‘large-scale’ by these lights.) The con-
ceptually enlightening way to ask this question is to suppose that we understand
the physics of phenomena at some lengthscale L, and ask how they are related to
phenomena at a different scale kL. It turns out that (up to an overall rescaling)
the physics of a given QFT at scale kL is identical to that of a different QFT at
the original scale L — different in the sense that the values of the parameters
have changed. In doing so, we can relate the study of a single QFT at a sequence
of varying lengthscales to the study of a family of QFTs with varying param-
eters, all at a fixed lengthscale. This effective ‘flow’ through parameter space
as we study the theory at increasing lengths is known as renormalisation group
flow, and is one of the key insights of late-20th-century theoretical physics. It
is not entirely obvious from the description I have given, but this is effectively
another form of coarse-graining, just as in the move from micro- to macro-state
in statistical mechanics: renormalisation group flow works by coarse-graining
over the short-distance degrees of freedom and then rescaling the system.
For our purposes, the crucial thing about renormalisation group flow is that
the parameters can be divided into three categories (the names of the categories
are somewhat misleading and should not be taken too seriously):
• Irrelevant parameters rapidly decrease in size as the system flows to larger
scales. Normally, all but a finite number of the parameters are irrelevant.
• Relevant parameters rapidly increase in size as the system flows to larger
scales.
• Marginal parameters remain approximately constant in size at different
points on the renormalisation group flow.
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On this basis, physicists using QFT normally assume
(i) that if the theory has any relevant parameters, those parameters will so
dominate the dynamics as to violate the approximations and assumptions
that justified using the QFT in the first place, so that QFTs with relevant
parameters are not generally suitable for modelling physical systems. (Or
put another way: if you made a hypothesis about a system that leads
to it being modelled by a QFT with relevant parameters, rethink that
hypothesis.)
(i) that the irrelevant parameters will be so small as to be negligible (so that
the dynamics of the theory is controlled by the marginal parameters).
But neither assumption logically follows from the renormalisation-group analy-
sis. Substantive assumptions about the original (‘bare’) values of the parameters
are required, and it will be important for us to consider what they are.
Schematically, the dependency of a parameter lcut on the scale L looks like
λ(L) ∼ λ0 × (lcut/L)n + C(L)× (lcut/L)n (3)
where lcut is the cutoff length, λ0 is the original value of the parameter, and C(L)
is another dimensionless parameter (calculated in a complicated way from the
dynamics, and generally of order unity3) that does not depend too sensitively
on L. We have n > 0 for irrelevant parameters, n < 0 for relevant parameters,
and n = 0 for marginal parameters.
We can see that the effective value of an irrelevant parameter will be very
small for L  lcut unless its original value is of order L/lcut, which will be
a very large dimensionless number. Physicists typically make what we might
call the ‘order one hypothesis’ (or O(1) hypothesis, in mathematical language),
which is the hypothesis that dimensionless parameters that appear in theories
are within a few orders of magnitude of unity. The rationale for this hypothesis
is rarely spelled out explicitly (the clearest discussion I am aware of is in Barrow
and Tipler (1986, pp.258-287)) but it seems some combination of the fact that
dimensionless quantities appearing in fundamental physics rarely seem too large
or too small, with the observation that the mathematical processes used in
physics rarely seem to generate really large or really small factors. The O(1)
hypothesis is sometimes called ‘naturalness’ in the physics literature, but I will
avoid that usage here; as we will see, it is a quite different phenomenon from
true Naturalness.4
One might imagine that the converse would hold for relevant parameters:
that they are very large unless their original value is very small. This is not the
case: we can see from equation (3) that even if λ0 is exactly zero, λ(L) will still
be very large. The only way for λ(L) not to be very large is for λ0 and C(L)
3I simplify here, though not in a way that essentially alters the main point: C depends on
the values of all of the other parameters.
4Williams (2018) is an insightful recent discussion of the difference between these two
conceptions of naturalness, though he draws the distinction somewhat differently than I do
here.
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to cancel out extremely precisely, to one part in ∼ (L/lcut)n. Even a very tiny
perturbation in the value of λ0 will cause the effective value of the parameter
to become large.
The renormalisation-group strategy for analysing QFTs, then, makes two
assumptions: that dimensionless parameters are not too large or small, and that
they do not have the very precisely-tuned values they would need to have in order
for any relevant parameters not to dominate the physics — and it is this second
assumption that is most commonly called naturalness in the QFT literature. To
understand this further, suppose that we again introduce a probability measure
over the space of parameters — at least pro tem we can think of this measure
as a Bayesian prior, with the caveat that we are using it as a helpful model of
how to reason about QFTs, not as any uniquely-given rationality principle. We
can again call any such measure Natural if it is specifiable in a tractable way
starting with the uniform distribution over parameter space.
This ‘uniform measure’ is in fact significantly less well-behaved than the
uniform Liouville measure of classical mechanics. For one thing, we lack a
dynamical rule to specify it uniquely (recall that the Liouville measure is the
unique measure invariant under dynamical flow for an arbitrary choice of dy-
namics). This can be seen vividly when we consider that we could always have
parameterised a theory in terms of the squared value of the constants, or in
terms of their exponents or logarithms. Secondly, since the parameters are not
bounded in value, most plausible choices of uniform measure are not probability
measures: they assign measure +∞ to the entire space.
It is important to understand, though, that these subtleties cause no prob-
lems for the definition of Naturalness. A Natural measure over parameter space
is any probability measure that is tractably specifiable in terms of the uniform
measure, and each of the choices of uniform measure we have mentioned are
Natural with respect to one another. So the consequence we wish to derive
from the Naturalness assumption — that relevant parameters, if there are any,
will blow up so as to dominate the long-distance physics — is highly insensitive
to how we wish to precisify that assumption. We can say, consistently, that
for any Natural measure it is extremely unlikely that the relevant parameters
will not take very large values. Note by constrast that we cannot say that the
O(1) hypothesis is likely to hold for any Natural measure: that assumption is in
an important sense much stronger than Naturalness, something which has not
always been appreciated in the foundational literature.
Adapting the terminology of the previous section, let’s say that the qualita-
tive form of the large-scale physics derived from a QFT is Natural if it arises from
a Natural distribution over the short-distance parameter space. Two different
Natural distributions will lead to large-scale dynamics with different values of
parameters but the same qualitative form. The large-scale physics is unNatural
if it does not so arise. Generic unNatural distributions also give rise to the Nat-
ural large-scale physics, and so we can call them weakly unNatural by analogy
with the initial-condition case; only very carefully defined, ‘strongly unNatural’,
distributions give rise to unNatural large-scale physics.
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5 Emergence and its relation with Naturalness
The relation between the micro- and macrodynamics of a system falls under
the vexed topic of emergence. In the literature on that topic, one distinguishes
between strong emergence, in which the macrodynamics cannot even in principle
be derived from microscopic considerations, and weak emergence, where such a
derivation is at least in principle possible. In the case of strong emergence there
is further ambiguity as to whether the macroscopic laws are underivable from
the microscopic laws, or (more strikingly) underivable even from the microscopic
laws and the microscopic states together. An abiding theme of this literature is
how to advance a notion of emergence strong enough to encompass the widely-
held view that macroscopic phenomena are in some sense novel and not mere
redescriptions of the microscopic, without setting up a flat contradiction between
micro and macro. (See Chalmers (2008), and references therein, for a fuller
introduction to these concepts.)
Our analysis so far provides useful nuance to these distinctions, and clarifies
the different roles played by assumptions about the qualitative form of the laws,
the parameters, and the initial state. From the form of the microlaws alone
there is no prospect of deriving any macrodynamics. But we need add to those
microlaws only the (arguably!) minimal assumption of Naturalness in order
to derive the macrolaws. Yet Naturalness is by no means logically entailed by
the microdynamics, and we have seen that at the price of an unNatural initial
condition and/or choice of probability on parameter space, we can construct
virtually any macrolaws we like without violating the microdynamics.
So at least in the context of physics, it is natural to distinguish not ex-
actly between strong and weak emergence, but between Natural and unNatural
emergence — where a macrodynamics is Naturally emergent if it can be derived
from the microdynamics together with any Natural probability distribution over
initial conditions, and unNaturally emergent if it is compatible with the micro-
dynamics but only by making an unNatural choice of initial distribution. I
suggest that this distinction captures the spirit of the strong/weak distinction
(again, at least as far as physics is concerned) better than the original.5
It is helpful to imagine two scenarios for how the world could be. In both
scenarios, we can analyse the physics of many different systems on many different
scales, and find autonomous dynamical equations for those systems that are not
simple, mechanical applications of the same set of laws. But in both scenarios,
descriptions of the same system on different scales, and of a system and its
subsystems, are compatible with one another. We can define coarse-graining
maps from the state space on one scale to the state space on another, so that the
action of the coarse-graining map commutes with evolution under the respective
systems’ dynamics for the actual initial conditions of the systems in question.
5Ultimately, technical terms mean what we define them to mean, and I don’t want to
say that this is the right way to define strong and weak emergence, but rather that this
dichotomy seems to do the work that the strong/weak distinction seems intended to do, at
least in physics contexts. (It is probably much less well suited to distinguish the sense in
which many philosophers argue that phenomenal consciousness is strongly emergent.
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In the first world — the ‘Naturally emergent’ world — something much
stronger can be said about inter-theoretic relations. It is not just that a higher-
level system’s evolution is compatible with a description of that system at a
finer grain: the higher-level system’s dynamics can be derived from those of the
lower-level system by making an additional assumption of Naturalness. Given
a box of gas, say, we can understand its expansions and contractions by de-
riving the equations that govern them from classical particle mechanics under
the Naturalness assumption. In such a world, and assuming that Naturalness
can somehow be justified as an assumption, a form of reductionism holds: not
a crude reductionism where the language and concepts of the higher level are
simply dispensible in favor of a unified low-level description, but a sophisticated
(and much more scientifically plausible) reductionism where the dynamical de-
scription of a given system on one level are grounded in and explainable in terms
of the dynamical description of that same system on a lower level. Essentially
all of the information about the world’s dynamics is encoded in the lowest-level
dynamics, extractable from those dynamics through the assumption of Natural-
ness.
In the second world — the ‘unNaturally emergent’ world — things are very
different. Attempting to derive higher-level physics in this way gives the wrong
answer: the transition probabilities of the high-level dynamics systematically
deviate from what would Naturally be expected, even though no transition oc-
curs that is flatly forbidden by the lower-level physics, and the parameters of
the higher-level equations are frequently different from what a renormalisation-
group analysis would Naturally imply. In this world, systems’ initial conditions,
and the appropriate choices of parameters, are strongly unNatural, in just the
right ways to generate the correct dynamics at each level. In this world, reduc-
tionism is false in any meaningful sense even though everything supervenes on
the lowest-level facts. The vast majority of the information about the world’s
dynamics is encoded in intricate details of the initial condition and of the precise
values of the parameters.
Which world is closer to ours? It is an empirical question, and a contested
one. The great majority of scientists (and the vast majority of physicists) ad-
here to something like the Naturally emergent picture of the world, even as
many (rightly) scorn over-simplistic forms of reduction (Weinberg (1987) and
Anderson (1972), for instance, famously disagreed about the extent to which
particle physics provides a foundation for all of physics, but I think both would
accept the Naturally emergent viewpoint). For powerful recent defenses of an
appropriately sophisticated reductionism see Carroll (2017) and Dennett (1995,
ch.3). But there are philosophers (e.g. Cartwright (1983, 1999)) and scientists
(e.g.Ellis (2012a, 2012b)) who systematically reject the idea and regard the claim
that the higher level is derivable from the lower (with or without naturalness) as
false, or at least unestablished, in many or most scientifically interesting cases.
(Cartwright, for instance, regards so-called ‘fundamental’ physics as at most a
framework in which models at different levels can be constructed, and sees the
evidence for real intertheoretic reduction as overstated at best; her metaphysics
is very close to the unNaturally-emergent world).
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The debate is far too large to settle here, but I will assume in this paper
that the majority view in science is correct: at least in physics, and at least
in most cases, we have pretty strong evidence that higher-level and lower-level
dynamics are related in something like the naturally-Emergent fashion. My
case for doing so, in brief, is: (a) physicists have constructed hundreds of inter-
theoretic derivations of this kind, constructing higher-level dynamics from lower-
level dynamics through naturalness assumptions, from fluid dynamics to plasma
dispersion equations to superconductivity to Brownian motion; (b) while to
be sure those constructions often have mathematically and conceptually shaky
steps, we can gain some confidence in their underlying reliability by the fact
that they so frequently predict not just the qualitative form of the higher-level
equations but the numerical values of their parameters (as functions of the
lower-level parameter values), something that would be an inexplicable miracle
if there was not a mathematically valid derivation in the vicinity.
Repeated success in the construction of inter-theoretic relations does not, of
course, mean that it is always possible: any example of a higher-level theory not
derivable (with or without Naturalness assumptions) from the lower level would
tell us that the Naturally emergent description is not unrestrictedly correct.
Two specific examples are repeatedly raised in the emergence literature (see,
e. g. , Chalmers (2008) and Ellis (2012a)): phenomenal consciousness, and the
quantum measurement problem.
Regarding consciousness, various thought experiments (see Chalmers (1996)
and references therein) have convinced a great many philosophers that subjec-
tive experience is in principle irreducible to any dynamical process;6 it is often
held up as the strongest plausible example of strong emergence, being underiv-
able even from the full listing of facts about the microworld (that is, not just the
laws, but the full description of the physical state). But whatever the virtues of
this case, it is sui generis; almost all advocates of irreducible consciousness ac-
cept that it is epiphenomal, having in turn no dynamical effects on the physical
world. So I set it aside here.
The quantum measurement problem seems on the face of it to offer a bet-
ter case of genuinely dynamical irreducibility: as any undergraduate physicist
learns, ‘measurement causes the quantum wave function to collapse’, and ‘mea-
surement’ is a higher-level notion admitting of no straightforward description
in microphysical terms. But in the last few decades it has become extremely
widely accepted that as long as we want to calculate empirical facts about how a
measurement proceeds, the dynamical process of decoherence — par excellence
a Naturally emergent process derivable from the underlying quantum dynamics
— is entirely sufficient, with no need to pause the system’s normal dynamics
in order to insert a collapse process. It remains contested whether decoherence
entirely resolves the conceptual problems associated with quantum measure-
ment (my own view, developed in detail in Wallace (2012) is that it does, but
that taking it seriously pushes us towards the Everett - Many-Worlds - inter-
6While leaving many other philosophers, including the present author, cold; see Dennett
(2001) for one of the better counter-arguments I know.
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pretation of quantum mechanics). But at any rate there seems no evidence of
any dynamical unNaturalness in the measurement process, and those physicists
and philosophers who view the conceptual problems as reason to change the
dynamics (such as advocates of the de Broglie-Bohm7 and GRW8 theories) al-
most all advocate changing it in a way that preserves a Natural story about
intertheoretic relations.
So: let’s assume that contemporary physics — at least putting aside the
troubling cases coming from recent particle physics and cosmology, to which I
return in section 7) is entirely consistent with the Naturally emergent picture. It
then seems urgent to ask just why that picture is entitled to assume Naturalness,
without which none of its supposed ‘derivations’ of high-level from low-level
dynamics actually go through.
6 Justifying Naturalness
Is Naturalness just a reasonable methodological assumption, not logically deriv-
able from the microphysics but justified on general principles of reasoning? The
name conjures up the idea, and the apparent silliness of positing an extremely
finely structured initial probability distribution supports it. Advocates of the
closely-related notion of typicality (e.g., Goldstein et al 2001, Maudlin 2007)
seem to discuss it in these terms, as a general aspect of scientific rationality; de-
fenders of a Bayesian conception of probability like Myrvold (2014) say similar
things. Myrvold in particular argues that a physically-realistic Bayesian agent
could not make use of a probability distribution on phase space that was not at
least somewhat simple. The naturalness(!) of Naturalness is displayed by the
fact that its assumption looks so reasonable in textbook discussions of statistical
mechanics that students9 often miss the fact that a substantive assumption has
been made at all.
But that very example makes me cautious of an epistemological justification
of Naturalness. As I noted briefly in section 3, dynamical evolution tends to
turn Natural distributions into unNatural ones, with just the right form that
their time reverse will display unNatural macrodynamics. And so insofar as
our principles of inference do not themselves build in some assumed direction
of time, it cannot simply be a principle of inference that a system’s bound-
ary conditions should be assumed Natural. (It is perhaps unsurprising to find
that both Maudlin and Myrvold have philosophies of time and causation that
are explicitly time-asymmetric, in contrast with the widespread view among
physicists that any such asymmetry must be derivative on the direction of time
in emergent macrophysics and not presupposed by the derivation of any such
macrophysics.)
7Bohm (1952); for a contemporary presentation see Du¨rr, Goldstein, and Zanghi (1996).
8Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber (1986); for a review of this and related theories, see Bassi
and Ghirardi (2003).
9Textbook writers too, in some cases, even if it would be invidious to name names.
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Arguments for Naturalness based on some epistemic reason to prefer simply-
specified probability distributions also presume that we should give priority to
microphysical descriptions of a system, rather than macro-level ones. After all,
given a macrodynamics it is not difficult to specify that class of probability
distributions that give rise to the macrodynamics: I just did it! The difficulty
comes only when we try to specify it in terms of the microphysical degrees of
freedom, without appeal to locutions like ‘gives rise to such-and-such macrody-
namics’. But why assume that descriptions in terms of the macrophysics are
unreasonable? We cannot appeal to the fact that macrophysics is underpinned
by and derivable from microphysics, because the possibility of such derivations
is exactly what is in question here. Methodological arguments for Naturalness
seem to beg the question in favor of exactly the reductionist picture of science
that is in question.
Instead of looking to the scientific method to justify Naturalness, we might
look to physics itself. After all, the initial conditions and parameters of almost
all systems in the Universe should in principle be derivable from the physics of
other systems, where those ‘other systems’ are temporally earlier and/or descib-
ing more microscopic degrees of freedom. (For instance, the initial conditions of
a classical theory of the dilute gas might be derivable from the initial conditions
of a quantum theory of that same gas, or from a broader dynamical theory
that models the way in which the box was prepared in the first place.) In this
situation we have three dynamical systems to consider:
1. The intermediate system, which is the system whose initial conditions
and/or parameters we are considering;
2. The macro system, whose macrodynamics we can derive from the inter-
mediate system if we additionally make a Naturalness assumption;
3. The precursor system, from which we might hope to derive the Naturalness
assumption for the intermediate system’s initial conditions.
In this situation, a Naturalness assumption for the precursor system can nor-
mally be expected to ground Natural emergence not just of the intermediate
from the precursor, but of the macro from the intermediate. We should not
expect to derive Naturalness of initial conditions or parameters for the inter-
mediate system — the derivation may be complicated, and so the intermediate
system’s parameters and initial conditions will be related to the precursor sys-
tem by complicated mathematical expressions that will probably defy exact
description. But — barring some remarkable coincidence in the mathematical
forms of the theory — we would expect this to give rise to weakly Unnatu-
ral conditions for the intermediate system, and thus to continue underpinning
Natural macrodynamics.
As such, once we have made the Naturalness assumption for a system at any
given scale and any given time, there is no independent need to make it later
and at larger scales, and so we can push the justification of Naturalness from
higher-level to lower-level theories, as well as earlier and earlier in time. Does
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this process end? This depends on features of our physics that at this stage
are speculative, but at least the following factors may come into play as we go
earlier and deeper:
Quantum origins of initial-condition probabilities: The classical theories
we considered in section 3 were deterministic, and so any probabilities that
occurred in the macrodynamics had to arise from probability assumptions
over initial conditions. But the path to more fundamental physics in-
evitably leads us to quantum theory, in which probability is normally
taken to be part of the dynamics and not simply imposed on initial con-
ditions. This in turn suggests that the probability distributions we place
over initial conditions (whose interpretation I left vague in section 3 are
ultimately quantum-mechanical in origin, and more detailed investigation
of the mathematics supports this hypothesis (Wallace 2016).
At this point it matters how we understand quantum theory itself. If some
kind of deterministic hidden-variable theory (like the de Broglie-Bohm the-
ory) is true, then there is no real change in the story: classical-statistical-
mechanical probabilities are replaced by quantum probabilities, but these
in turn are underpinned by a sort of statistical-mechanical probability ap-
plied to the hidden variables. If some theory of dynamical collapse (like
the GRW theory) is true, then the dynamics can be expected to impose
Naturalness dynamically, irrespective of a quantum system’s initial state,
because the stochastic dynamics can be expected to randomise the state
and destroy the fine-grained details characteristic of strongly unNatural
distributions. (Albert (2000) proposes, in effect, that the Naturalness con-
dition can be understood this way, though he puts it rather differently.)
If — as is more or less the orthodoxy in modern high-energy physics and
cosmology — we do not modify or supplement quantum theory in either of
these ways, matters are a bit subtler: we can derive classical stochastic dy-
namics by means of decoherence theory, but that theory relies on the initial
quantum state being Natural, in the sense that its structure is reasonably
simply specifiable in terms of the microphysical structure of the theory.
(For instance, in the quantum field theories used to describe the early Uni-
verse, we normally assume the initial state is the so-called ‘Bunch-Davies
vacuum’, which has a very simple description; in more mundane exam-
ples in quantum statistical mechanics, we normally assume an initial state
where system and environment are unentangled and separately admit of
simple description. See Wallace (2010) for more.) In this case, we still
need a Naturalness assumption on initial states; the difference is that the
assumption no longer need be explicitly probabilistic.
Contingency of physical parameters: It might happen that what appears
as a parameter (a lawlike feature) of a higher-level system is in fact a
contingent matter from the point of view of the lower-level system. A
mundane example: in constructing a model of the Solar system in which
the planets are treated as point particles we normally take the masses of
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the planets as parameters, invariant from model to model; yet of course
those masses are contingent matters from the point of view of a deeper and
more detailed model. If this occurs, it moves our Naturalness assumption
from parameters to initial conditions (and in doing so allows for non-
epistemic interpretations of the probability distribution over parameters
in the first place).
Rigidity: As I noted in section 2, the theories we study in physics have a
space of parameters and a space of initial conditions, and both can be
chosen freely and varied smoothly. (Mathematically speaking, parameter
space and state space both have the topology of some real manifold.)
But speculatively, some future physical theory might lack this freedom.
Physicists have long dreamed of being able to calculate the parameters in
a theory from first principles; more recently, cosmologists have speculated
that some unique principle might fix a system’s initial state, or even that
the distinction between initial state and dynamics might dissolve in a
quantum theory of gravity. In this situation, then — again, barring some
remarkable coincidence in the mathematical forms of the theory — we
would expect the emergent initial state and parameters of the higher-level
theory to be Natural, or at worst weakly unNatural. We can distinguish
two possibilities: parameter rigidity (the theory has no freely variable
parameters) and state rigidity (the theory’s initial state, or equivalent, is
fixed by some unique condition).
These ideas are illustrated by quantum gravity (albeit, those illustrations
concern speculative physics that is at present far from empirical confirmation).
String theory — by far the most thoroughly studied candidate for a quantum
theory of gravity — is a quantum theory and so provides a quantum origin for
probabilities; it has no dimensionless free parameters and so is parameter-rigid;
the emergence of low-energy field theories from string theory has the parameters
of those low-energy theories determined quantum-mechanically randomly and
so the theory induces parameter contingency at the appropriate level.10 So if
string theory is the true fundamental theory of the world, it plausibly provides
an explanation for parameter Naturalness. However, string theory — at least as
we currently understand it — is not state-rigid, so a string-theoretic cosmology
would still require a Naturalness assumption for the inital state. (In another
(compatible) corner of quantum gravity, the ‘no boundary’ proposal of Hartle
and Hawking (1983) provides (in effect) a unique condition for the initial state
of the Universe: on Hartle and Hawking’s proposal, quantum gravity would be
state rigid.)
Where does this all leave us? Naturalness assumptions are consistent be-
tween theories at different levels, not in the sense that Naturalness at one level
implies Naturalness at a higher level but in the still-sufficient sense that it im-
plies weak unNaturalness, and so leaves Natural emergence intact. So insofar as
10See Tong (2009), and references therein, for an introduction to these ideas; for a non-
technical discussion, try Greene (1999).
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the Naturally emergent view is correct, we can impose Naturalness at as short a
lengthscale and at as early a time as we can, and that imposition will suffice to
justify the use of Naturalness assumptions at later times and higher levels of de-
scription. We are not yet in a position to know whether the assumption is a bare
posit of fundamental physics, or follows from an underlying Rigid fundamental
physics. But even if it needs to be a bare posit: that posit seems empirically
justified by the (ex hypothesi) success of the Natural emergence account itself.
All of which seems to provide the substructure for a thoroughly intellec-
tually satisfying, appropriately sophisticated, story about reduction and emer-
gence. And all of which may be fatally undermined by the current state of our
fundamental physics.
7 Failure of naturalness in cosmology and par-
ticle physics
In section 4 I focused on quantum field theories as models for condensed-matter
physics, but their more famous role is as the theoretical language in which mod-
ern particle physics is written, and the idea of parameter Naturalness arose in
that context. And indeed, Naturalness arguments (and the somewhat-related
O(1) arguments) have succeeded in explaining a number of features of the Stan-
dard Model of particle physics, and of its application in various domains. But
there are two very serious exceptions, two places where Naturalness arguments
seem badly to fail.11
The first, in cosmology, concerns the so-called ‘cosmological constant’ (nor-
mally written Λ), originally introduced by Einstein as a parameter in classical
general relativity, which describes (speaking very loosely) a uniform repulsive
force permeating space. As measured in terrestrial units, the cosmological con-
stant is extremely small: for decades it was believed to be exactly zero, but
current cosmological data gives it a value (Planck Collaboration 2018) of
Λ ∼ 10−52m−2 (measured). (4)
As we saw in section 2, though, it isn’t really meaningful to say of a quantity
with dimensions that it is large or small. We can get a dimensionless expression
for the size of the cosmological constant in classical cosmology by expressing
it in terms of a cosmological lengthscale: the observed size of the Universe,
R ∼ 1010 light years ∼ 1025m. On this scale, the dimensionless value of Λ is
∼ 0.01.
Although we lack a fully consistent quantum version of general relativity (this
is the as-yet-unsolved problem of quantum gravity), we can represent it fairly
successfully as an effective field theory with a cutoff at the so-called ‘Planck
scale’, or ∼ 10−34m. Understood as a quantum field theory, the cosmological
constant is a relevant parameter: its effective size on scale L ought to be ∼
11There is a third exception, the so-called ‘θ-vacuum; for reasons of space and of expository
simplicity I omit it.
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(L/lp)
2, so that it becomes larger at large distances. On cosmological scales, that
would predict a size for the cosmological constant of ∼ 10118. Or in standard
units,
Λ ∼ 1068m−2 (derived from Naturalness). (5)
That is: if we estimate the size of the cosmological constant using Naturalness,
we are out by 120 orders of magnitude.
I should remind the reader that we cannot address this problem just by
choosing an extremely small value for Λ at the cutoff scale. To obtain the
observed value of Λ, we require the cutoff-scale parameter to be of O(1) — but
we also require it to have a very specific value, a value which must be specified
to ∼ 120 decimal places.
This drastic failure of Naturalness arguments has been known to, and worry-
ing to, high-energy physicists at least since a highly-influential paper by Wein-
berg (1989), but has been brought into sharper focus since the discovery that
the cosmological constant is not exactly zero — I think because it is much
easier to imagine some mechanism that exactly cancels the various quantum
contributions to Λ than to imagine a mechanism that just cancels them to one
part in 10120. (I should say that the field-theoretic arguments I discuss here
are somewhat controversial, at least outside the high-energy physics commu-
nity: see Bianchi and Rovelli (2010), Saunders (2002), Koberinski (2017) for
some criticism. My concern in this paper is not the details of the QFT but the
conceptual implications if the mainstream view is correct.)
The other failure of Naturalness is of more recent origin.12 The mass of
the Higgs boson — recently and triumphantly discovered by the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) — can be understood as the low-energy form of one of the
parameters in the Standard Model of particle physics. As such, Naturalness
considerations would lead us to predict that the Higgs mass is of order the
Standard Model’s as-yet-unknown high-energy cutoff. The Higgs mass (in the
standard units of particle physics) is ∼ 100GeV, so that the Standard Model
can be predicted to break down — and new physics to emerge — on energy
scales not much higher than that. And indeed, arguments of this kind were one
major reason why theoreticians expected the discovery of the Higgs to be just
the overture to a new era of beyond-Standard-Model physics in the LHC.
That era has not dawned yet, and it doesn’t look as if it’s going to any time
soon. No new physics has been found in the energy range that the LHC probes
— which by now has reached ∼ 10, 000GeV, 100 × the Higgs mass — and while
it remains possible that it’s there but we aren’t looking for it in the right way,
that possibility is now looking increasingly remote. For this to be consistent
with our current understanding of QFT, the parameters of the Standard Model
need to be at least fairly unNatural — achieving a Higgs mass only 0.01 of the
cutoff energy requires the bare parameters to be tuned to one part in 10, 000.
This is trivial compared to the one part in 10120 required for the cosmological
constant; on the other hand, while that argument relied on at least somewhat-
speculative quantum-gravity considerations, the Higgs argument relies only on
12For more details see Williams (2015), Giudice (2017), and references therein.
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the physics of the Standard Model, which we think we understand pretty well.
What the Higgs unNaturalness argument lacks in drama it makes up for in
solidity.
8 Understanding Naturalness failure
What are we to make of this dramatic failure of Naturalness in physics? One
responseis simply to reject Naturalness, and to claim that we had no good
reason to expect it to hold in the first place. (See Hossenfelder (2018) for a clear
exposition of this viewpoint.) This paper shows that the costs of doing so are
much higher than are usually appreciated. In the first place, this would make the
Standard Model, and general relativity, unNaturally emergent theories, the only
known cases of such. In these theories as in no others, the large-scale physics
is not simply extractable from the lower-scale physics through a Naturalness
assumption; rather, its detailed form is encoded in the precise values of the
lower-level parameters. In the case of the cosmological constant in particular,
where the level of precision is one part in 10122, no remotely feasible experiment
or calculation will ever tell us that that precise value is: for ever after, one of
the fundamental constants of Nature will be specifiable with sufficient accuracy
only by saying “it is that value such that the emergent low-level physics is
such-and-such”.
But the consequences are wider than this. We have seen that Naturalness
assumptions are the glue that links physical explanations at different levels: if
we simply reject their legitimacy then we undermine almost everything we know
about inter-theoretic reduction in physics. If Naturalness arguments just brutely
fail in particle physics and cosmology then there can be no reliable methodolog-
ical argument for assuming them elsewhere (say, in statistical mechanics). And
Naturalness failure in particle physics and cosmology seems to block the obvious
routes by which Naturalness might have a physical justification. Yet Natural-
ness does seem to be justified, one way or another: physics (we are stipulating)
is filled with examples of successful inter-level reductions which rely on Natu-
ralness, and whose success becomes inexplicable if Naturalness after all fails.
If our world were filled with unNaturally emergent phenomena then the Higgs
mass and the cosmological constant would comprise just two more examples
of such, but it is extremely difficult to see what coherent worldview we could
create which has Natural emergences everywhere except, brutely, in these few
places.
(I should note in passing that an apparent failure of the O(1) assumption
would have no such drastic consequences: the presence of a very large dimen-
sionless free parameter in our most fundamental physics would be a surprising
deviation from our inductive expectations, but does not seem inherently unac-
ceptable. Much criticism of Naturalness — and in particular Hossenfelder’s view
that Naturalness is just an aesthetic preference of physicists — seems to con-
flate the O(1) hypothesis with the narrower conception of Naturalness I discuss
here.)
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The alternative to wholesale abandonment of Naturalness is to seek some
understanding of how observed Naturalness failure could be achieved without
simply baking it into an unNatural condition in our underlying physics. There is
actually precedent for this elsewhere, in condensed-matter applications of QFT.
Recall that in those cases relevant parameters become extremely large at large
scales unless the underlying parameters are extremely finely tuned; nonetheless,
there are modelling contexts where this fine-tuning is appropriate. Specifically,
small values of the relevant parameters correspond in some contexts to systems
on the cusp of a phase transition, such as the transition of a metal from one
magnetic state to another, or of water from liquid to gas.13 Since systems do
after all sometimes end up in phase transitions, it must be possible here to
understand why Naturalness fails for the parameters, and indeed we can under-
stand it: there is feedback between the macroscopic parameters of the system
(in particular the temperature and the heat capacity) and the microscopic pa-
rameters, so that the system can evolve towards a state where the transition is
occuring and the parameters are appropriately small.
Reproducing any such explanation in high-energy physics requires contin-
gency of physical parameters (which as we have seen is speculative, albeit borne
out in string theory), along with some feedback mechanism (which is even more
speculative). For example, Giudice (2017) has suggested that the physics of
the Standard Model might display phase-transition feedback similar to that ob-
served in condensed-matter physics; Smolin (1997) has proposed that the values
of the parameters evolve by some analog of natural selection, that drives them
towards values that optimise for the creation of black holes. It is far too early
to know if any such proposal will be compatible with a fuller understanding of
the underlying physics (much less testable).
A rather different class of explanations starts with the observation (present
in Weinberg’s original paper) that it is fortunate for us that the cosmological
constant is so small: were it not, the Universe would have collapsed to nothing,
or expanded to emptiness, long before intelligent life could possibly have devel-
oped. Similar arguments can be advanced for the Higgs mass, and indeed for
many of the dimensionless parameters in the Standard Model. This suggests a
modification to the Naturalness hypothesis:
Anthropic-conditional Naturalness: Select parameters and initial condi-
tions by a Natural probability measure restricted to that part of parameter
space and state space that is compatible with the subsequent appearence
of intelligent life.
This is a substantive physical hypothesis, not just a methodological truism. Of
course, since we emphare intelligent life, the parameters and initial conditions
must be compatible with the existence of intelligent life — but equally, since
the Earth is spherical, they must be compatible with a round Earth, but we do
not thereby think that the shape of the Earth has been explained. As such it is
13In fact the generic liquid-gas transition is not so modelled: only the so-called ‘triple-point’
transition is. The details are not relevant here.
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a hypothesis that comes in many variations: from requiring just the existence
of stars and galaxies, through the existence of self-replication and Darwinian
natural selection, through to the existence of intelligent tool-using creatures,
all the way to the existence of beings capable of formulating the hypothesis of
Anthropic-conditional Naturalness (Pratchett 1996, pp.144-5). Indeed, it is a
hypothesis that makes testable predictions, albeit coarse-grained and imprecise
ones: our universe will not be any more unnatural than is needed for intelligent
life. (There have been arguments made in the physics literature, going back to
Weinberg (1989) that this prediction is confirmed, at least to some degree; see
Polchinski (2015) for some discussion.)
As a brute hypothesis, Anthropic-conditional Naturalness is simply a way
(albeit quite an elegant way) of stating an unNaturally-emergent physics: a
world conforming to it is a world where the fundamental form of the laws of
physics can be given from the bottom up, but the parameters and/or initial
conditions are irreducibly specified by reference to higher-level concepts like
life or intelligence. But there is also a tradition of trying to explain it from
something else — or rather, there are two traditions.
The first tradition requires as ingredients a mechanism for parameter con-
tingency, a stochastic or quantum-random process that selects those contingent
parameters, and a multiverse — that is, a vast number of realisations of the
physics of the observed universe, each with its own values of the parameters.
The proportion of worlds with given values of the parameters will be determined
by some Natural measure, but ordinary observer selection means that of course
our universe will be in the sub-population of worlds that are life-compatible.
The second tradition has an older lineage: of course our universe would be com-
patible with intelligent life if it is the creation of a Designer who built it that
way.
Neither explanation has much value in isolation: if the only reason to hypoth-
esise a multiverse, or a Designer, was to explain Anthropic-conditional Natural-
ness, we might as well postulate the latter directly and be done.14 Things would
be otherwise if we possessed independent reasons to accept either hypothesis.
At least in the case of the multiverse, we do seem to have such reasons: string
theory provides a mechanism for random generation of constants (the emergence
of low-energy physics from a bewildering range of possible ways spacetime can
be compactified) as well as a mechanism for generating a multiverse (indeed,
two: the Everettian multiverse that follows from a literal interpretation of the
quantum-mechanical structure of the theory, and eternal inflation). And so
(as has long been recognised; see Polchinski (2016), and references therein, for
details) if string theory is correct then it provides a bottom-up justification of
something like Anthropic-conditional Naturalness. The question of whether we
have independent reasons to posit a Designer lies far beyond the scope of this
14Dennett (1995, ch.7) argues that the multiverse hypothesis at least offers a proof of concept
that there could be some bottom-up explanation for the universe supporting life, which seems
fair enough; but that is a motivation for trying to develop and test theories along those lines,
not a reason for confidence in such a theory ahead of its development (not that Dennett says
otherwise).
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paper! — suffice it to say that at least within contemporary science, I see no
other explanatory gap that needs filling.
For completeness I should mention one last, distinctly strange possibility. In
my discussion of the explanation of Naturalness, I appealed repeatedly to the
absence of “some remarkable coincidence” in the mathematics of inter-theoretic
relations, in order to justify the assumption that a Natural distribution over mi-
croconditions or micro-level parameters did not give rise to a strongly unNatural
distribution at a higher level. But there is admittedly something strange about
talk of coincidence or improbability when we are discussing mathematics, whose
truths are true a priori. It is not possible to be completely certain that such a
‘remarkable coincidence’ does not in fact occur, and if it did it would of course
be true as a matter of logic. In a scenario like this, the parameters of the
Standard Model and of general relativity would be mathematically determined
in a unique way from some simple microphysical starting point, and yet that
unique way would just so happen to fix them at exactly the right value to give
rise to the unNatural physics that we observe, and in particular to support the
existence of intelligent life.
I have met physicists and philosophers who say that this would remove all the
mystery; I think this is exactly the wrong conclusion to draw. The possibility
of high-level emergent structure being encoded directly not just into precisely-
tuned values of the microphysical constants but into the very principles of math-
ematics would be a strangeness beyond anything we have seen before, in wild
conflict with the way we normally think about physics and math. An analogy
may help (adapted from Sagan (1985)): suppose that between the billionth and
two-billionth digits of pi we were to find, encoded in Morse code, a word-for-
word copy of Newton’s Principia Mathematica (or, to be more provocative, of
the Old Testament).15 If it were there, it would be there a priori, as a matter of
logic — yet to react to such a discovery by shrugging and saying ‘we can prove
that this had to happen, so it’s not mysterious’ would seem myopic.
9 Conclusion
Naturalness assumptions are so ubiquitous in physics, and so apparently innocu-
ous, that they are seldom remarked upon, yet they play an indispensible role.
With them, in case after case we can understand the physics of higher-level sys-
tems as emergent from lower-level descriptions, and can at least aspire to a rich
and sophisticated reductionism that explains any physical system’s dynamics
through chains of coarse-graining from fundamental physics. Without Natural-
ness, on the other hand, the connections between physics at different levels are
severed and we lose any ability to understand inter-level relations.
This means that the longstanding failure of naturalness in cosmology, and
15No doubt somewhere in pi there exist both books, and indeed this very article, encoded
in Morse code or in any other coding we choose: it is, after all, infinitely long. It is finding
high-level structure so relatively close to the beginning of that infinite sequence that would
be incomprehensible.
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the more recent evidence for Naturalness violation in particle physics, have
ramifications far beyond those specific and esoteric fields. Naturalness failure
here undermines arguments for Naturalness anywhere, and calls out urgently for
understanding. No such explanations are trivial in their consequences: while
bottom-up explanations require surprising changes in our methods of explana-
tion, simple rejection of Naturalness as a principle involves— one way or another
— a far deeper and stranger shift in our scientific world-view.
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